
1 
PACE                                           IN THE BEGINNING 
1 TABLE                                      PURSE:  ROTARY HAPPY BUCKS 
HOLIDAY INN                            NON WINNERS IN THEIR LAST 2 RACES 
NOVEMBER 28 

 1 2-1                           Driver:  Lisa Boyko                   Trainer:   Dianne Adams  

PRETTY IN PINK 
This incredible 10 day old horse has been “rocking” the wooden horse race track for 
days.  In it’s last race, it was a full five squares behind before bowling over the 
competition to take the second spot only one square behind the winner. 
 

 2 2-1                         Driver:   Jeannine Woodland     Trainer:  Nancy Sumaruk 

BODY SNATCHERS 
Relying on nothing but a Rotary wheel, this inspiring 4 day old is “wheeling” for a 
victory.  With the power of Rotary nobody can stop this potential winner. 
 

 3 2-1                         Driver:   Bob Bosworth               Trainer:  Dan Kalmats 

KING COOL 
Currently dating PRETTY IN PINK and looking cool with the shades, this horse knows 
how to have a good time.  Don’t be deceived by the spots on it’s side.  This isn’t any 
COW 
 

 4 2-1                         Driver:   Wayne Chevalier         Trainer:  Ana Mendez 

ROCK A BYE BABY 
Rock a bye baby might be one of the smaller horses in the field but with his rocking 
rollers it might just rock it’s way to victory. 
 

 5 2-1                         Driver:   Kathleen Dubeau        Trainer:  Marva Worrell 

HANG ON 
This horse is so fast the jockey can’t even “hang on”.  Small and mighty is one way to 
sum up this little bundle of energy.  Although only 2 days old, nobody might be able to 
stop this feisty filly. 
 

 6 2-1                         Driver:   Ed Eves                          Trainer:  Zaid Haba 

BUMPY ROAD 
Although suffering from an injury in it’s last race, Bumpy Road is on the mend and 
roaring to go.  Don’t let it’s cross-eyed stare fool you, this filly is a “winner”. 
 

 

 

 



 

2 
PACE                                           WILD AND CRAZY ROTARIANS 
1 TABLE                                      PURSE:  ROTARY HAPPY BUCKS 
HOLIDAY INN                             LIFE EARNINGS LESS THAN $5 
NOVEMBER 28 

 1 2-1                           Driver:  Yvonne Griggs         Trainer:   Karla McLean  

ANY WHICH WAY 
You never know which way this beautiful maiden horse will go.  It’s been known to 
stand stationary for long periods of time and then without warning suddenly turn and 
go backwards.  If it stays on track, it could be a surprise winner. 
 

 2 2-1                         Driver:   Bill Thurber            Trainer:  Jeff Woods 

LONG STICK 
With no body and nothing but a long stick and wheel, this peppy horse is always 
wheeling for a good time.    
 

 3 2-1                         Driver:   Mo Ali                     Trainer:  Judy Robins 

STUD MUFFIN 
Don’t let the cool shades and spunky spots fool you, this colt is quite a stud muffin and 
can distract its fellow racers with it’s handsome looks and sleek wooden body. 
 

 4 2-1                         Driver:   Ivan Gillis                Trainer:  Norm Burrows 

ACCIDENTS HAPPEN 
With only a limited number of races under his belt, this colt is off to a rocking start.   
It’s not a surprise since this colt is the offspring of race legends “Like it My Way” and 
“Not too hard”. 
 

 5 2-1                         Driver:   Jim Parker              Trainer:  Jim Baker 

VIAGARA 
This horse is always raring to go.  Jockey’s have a hard time staying on top of this 
peppy beast.  Just watch that it doesn’t peek too soon or it will have nothing left for 
the finish. 
 

 6 2-1                         Driver:   Rob Wheeler          Trainer:  Ron Savoline 

A LITTLE TOO MUCH 
Watch out for this surprise colt which can be very aggressive when provoked.  That’s 
why it’s currently sporting a Bandage on the hip.  The colt was A LITTLE TOO MUCH in 
it’s last race and banged into ACCIDENTS HAPPEN. 
 

  



3 
PACE                                           ROTARY CLUB OF BURLINGTON 
1 TABLE                                      PURSE:  ROTARY HAPPY BUCKS 
HOLIDAY INN                             LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT WINNERS 
NOVEMBER 28 

 1 2-1                           Driver:  John Douglas                 Trainer:   Peter French 

PAUL HARRIS 
This extremely dedicated and hard working filly has been over achieving for years.  It 
does not like to lose so expect a hard fought battle to beat this champion. 
 

 2 2-1                         Driver:   Doug Ridpath                Trainer:  Joe Huston 

SGAMBATI 
After 41 successful racing years, this champion has recently been outshined by 
LOBSTERFEST but with so much upside look for a major comeback in this much-
anticipated race. 
 

 3 2-1                         Driver:   John Dunsford            Trainer:  Frank Kent 

POLIO PLUS 
Thought to be extinct, this rare horse can inspire millions of people around the world.  
With so many people cheering for this fearless champion, it might be unstoppable. 
 

 4 2-1                         Driver:   Shafiq Mohamed        Trainer:  Darla Youldon 

LOBSTERFEST 
With 47 straight years of racing, this filly has the stamina to go all the way.  It’s recent 
success topping SGAMBATI and the other tough competitors in it’s last race, makes it 
one of the favourites. 
  

 5 2-1                         Driver:   Nancy Gilbert            Trainer:  Elaine Matthews  

SERVICE ABOVE SELF 
This selfless horse has been known to help the other less fortunate horses but when 
pushed to the limits anything can happen.  Don’t believe the saying “nice horses finish 
last”. 
  

 6 2-1                         Driver:   Larry Armatage          Trainer:  Karel Sury 

HARBOURTOWN 
Only a few years old, this horse is music to your ears.  It’s melodic hoofs and happy 
neighs are sure to make it a crowd favourite.  Look for this horse to whistle its way 
past the competition. 
 


